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Abstract-Ubiquitous network connectivity and mobile communications have recently attracted remarkable attention. Wireless multihop networks such as Mobile Ad hoc Networks or
Wireless Mesh Networks have been proposed to cater to the
arising needs. Various security challenges persist, esp. because
these networks build on the premise of node cooperation. Secure
routing protocols and mechanisms to detect routing misbehavior
in the direct neighborhood exist; however, collusion of misbehaving nodes has not been adequately addressed yet. We present
LeakDetector, a mechanism to detect colluding malicious nodes
in wireless multihop networks. In combination with proactive
secure multipath routing algorithms, Leakßetector enables the
calculation of the packet-loss ratio for the individual nodes. We
perform an experimental analysis, which shows the excellent
detection quality of LeakDetector.

and introduce LeakDetector, a rnechanism to detect colluding
misbehaving nodes in the network. Our solution Comes with
a low overhead and at no additional cornputational cost, as
it requires no further cryptography. Section V presents the
evaluation of our rnechanisrn. We show [hat the LeakDetector
is a very precise rnechanisrn to detect rnisbehaving nodes
that rnaliciously drop rnessages. Finally, in Section VI, we
conclude our work.

MANETs and WMNs are based on wireless rnultihop
cornrnunication. Messages are transferred between the end
systerns using hop-by-hop forwarding via interrnediate nodes.
To ensure the correct operation of the routing systern, the
nodes need to cooperate and fonvard rnessages of other
In a world where ubiquitous cornputing is ernerging, broad- nodes according to the protocol specification. However, for an
band wireless networks address the continuously increasing individual node it rnight be benefical not to fonvard rnessages
dernand for fast and reliable mobile network access.
of other nodes, as this requires the expense of resources like
Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANET) or Wireless Mesh computational power, energy, and bandwidth. Thus, frorn an
Networks (WMN) prornise several benefits in cornparison to opportunistic node's perspective it can be more valuable to
the traditional single-hop wireless networks such as cellular silently drop rnessages of other nodes or to avoid being part
networks. In MANETs and WMNs the rangelcapacity of the of routes between two other end systerns.
network is extended by active cooperation of the participating
Various security solutions exist to provide a secure routing
nodes. Nodes in the network act as routers and forward functionality. E.g., several secure routing algorithrns are desigrnessages on behalf of the other nodes. The prernise of node
nated to prevent forging, invalidly modifying, and dropping of
cooperation induces various challenging security issues.
routing rnessages. However, to detect fonvarding rnisbehavior,
One of the main issues in the process of routing of rnessages additional rnechanisms are needed to monitor the forwarding
in the aforementioned class of networks is that the cooperation of data rnessages, as well. In [I], Marti et al. propose a
of nodes cannot be assurned in general. It can be beneficial for rnechanisrn called watchdog to solve this issue. The watchdog
nodes to rnisbehave during the process of routinglforwarding, mechanisrn is ernployed by each node individually to observe
e . g to save resources such as energy. A common attack the rnessages sent by neighboring nodes. Cornparing the overis to drop rnessages of other nodes. Several approaches to heard messages with a list of rnessages that have to forwarded
detect routing/forwarding rnisbehavior in a node's one-hop reveals, whether the observed node is forwarding rnessages
neighborhood have been proposed. However, considering only appropriately or not.
the one-hop neighborhood disregards an irnportant security
However, the reach of solutions like watchdog is limited
problern: the collusion of rnisbehaving nodes.
to the one-hop neighborhood only. They fail to detect forColluding misbehaving nodes are able to cloak the actions warding misbehavior if rnalicious nodes collude (or form a
of each other in order to prcvent detection of rnisbehavior. In malicious subnet). Messages are accepted frorn the rnalicious
Section 11, we describe the problern of colluding rnisbehaving nodelsubnet, but dropped as soon as no benign' node is able to
nodes in detail. We siirvey existing solutions to detect rout- observe the routing behavior. We define the following behavior
ing misbehavior (with and without collusion of rnisbehaving of a node X:! as maliciorrs and coll~rding.
nodes) and highlight the shortcomings of these solutions to
detect collusion of attackers in Section 111. In Section IV,
'"ßenign" or "well-behaved nodes opernte as specified by the respective
we state the assumptions for our solution to the problem routing protocol. thus supponing the routing process.

"A node X2 acts maliciously colluding, if it (selectively)
drops messages m received frorn a neighboring node X1 in the
case that X1 is a colluding rnalicious node and the rnessages
m have not been originated by rnalicious nodes colluding with
X 2 , e.g., XI."
Let us consider the scenario presented in Fig. 1. Here, a
rnechanisrn to detect one-hop forwarding rnisbehavior fails.
Source S is sending packets via Xi to destination D.
S recognizes that X1 is forwarding all packets to X z .
X1 forwards all packets received frorn benign nodes
(in this case to X2).
X2 drops packets which were not generated by rnalicious
nodes, but received frorn a colluding rnalicious node.
X I is able to detect the rnisbehavior of X2. Since X1 and
X 2 collude, X1 silently accepts the rnisbehavior, which
goes unnoticed for the benign nodes S and D.

Fig. 1 . Example of coiiuding misbehavior: X i fonvards messages to X 2 ,
who drops these messages. S observes "correct" behavior of Xi. X1 ignores
Xz's misbehavior.

One-hop rnechanisrns that detect forwarding rnisbehavior
of neighboring nodes are functional in this scenario as well;
however, in this scenario, the detecting node is colluding with
the dropping node. Thus, the rnisbehavior is not punished.
We See that two colluding nodes can conceal their forwarding
rnisbehavior frorn other nodes, which has to be considered a
severe attack on the functionality of MANETs and WMNs.
Depending on the deployed routing algorithrn, rnalicious collusion rnight prohibit regular cornrnunication over rnultihop
routes, because message drops are excessively high.
In this paper we present a solution to detect colluding
rnisbehavior and to identify rnalicious nodes. This inforrnation
can be used to adapt routing strategies and to enable rnore
dependable routing in MANETs and WMNs.

In this section we give a brief introduction to secure routing
algorithrns proposed for MANETs and discuss the lirnitations
of these algorithrns. We briefly introduce rnechanisrns to detect
forwarding misbehavior in a node's one-hop neighborhood.
Finally, we present solutions in literature to detect rnisbehavior
of colluding nodes.
Secure routing algorithrns typically protect the route setup
and rnaintenance phase. They Counter various attacks such as
forging, rnodifying, or dropping of routing rnessages. E.g.,
Secure DSR [2], Ariadne [3], ARAN [4], and Secure AODV [5]
provide rnechanisrns to enable route establishrnent such that
rnalicious nodes cannot cause inappropriate routes. However,
these routing schernes only protect the control plane, i.e, the
routing control messages, but do not secure the forwarding of
data rnessages.

Several rnechanisrn to detect forwarding rnisbehavior exist.
As aiseady mentioned, watchdog [ l ] is a widely discussed
solution to detect forwarding rnisbehavior. Watchdog relies on
overhearing the cornrnunication of neighboring nodes (one-hop
neighbors), which limits its applicability. E.g., collisions on
the wireless medium can lead to rnisinterpretations whether a
neighbor is behaving according to the specifications or not (see
[6] for further explanations). Also, the watchdog rnechanisrn
is inapplicable in state-of-the-art wireless technology such
as the IEEE 802.16 MeSH Mode [7], because link-level
encryption and the highly optirnized MAC-layer hinders a
proper overhearing of the channel.
Djenouri et al. [8] propose an alternative approach for
detecting forwarding rnisbehavior. The authors suggest the usage of authenticated two-hop acknowledgrnents per rnessage,
which inform the two-hop precursor node if the interrnediate
node is behaving correctly. However, this solution causes a
high traffic overhead and fails to address collusion arnong
rnisbehaving nodes, i.e., a colluding node rnay incorrectly
acknowledge messages that have been dropped.
Kargl introduces in [9] a rnechanisrn called iterative probing. A probe is an encrypted field in a rnodified packet
structure that reveals inforrnation only to a specified node on
the route. The field is encrypted with a pre-shared key between
the probed node and the source node. Fig. 2 shows the basic
principle of this approach. The source S sends probes to every
node on the route starting with the destination node D. As the
rnalicious node (here: X1) drops every data packet, it drops
the probes, too. The first node that answers the probe request
is, thus, either the rnalicious node itself or its predecessor.
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Fig. 2.

Working principle of iterative probing

Iterative probing provides a solution to detect rnalicious
nodes en-route even if they are colluding. However, this cornes
at a high price: the packet forrnat has to be extended and
pairwise cryptographic keys have to be negotiated between
the source node and each individual node en-route.
In Summary, we conclude that several security issues of
routing in MANETs and WMNs are adequately addressed;
however, these networks have still be considered as vulnerable
if nodes are colluding in order to hide their misbehavior.
IV. LeakDetector: SOLUTIONT 0 THE COLLUDING
MISBEHAVIOR
PROBLEM
Colluding misbehaving nodes are a severe threat to the
correct routing functionality in MANETs and WMNs. Before
presenting LeakDetector, our solution for detecting colluding
rnisbehaving nodes without the use of cryptography, we discuss the assurnptions we rnade while designing the solution.

The detection of rnisbehaving nodes depends on the underlying routing algorithrn. For our scherne, we assurne the
following characteristics for this routing algorithrn.
1 ) Distributed & Unicast: Each node aiitonornously calculates the next hop node; for each individual packet a
single next hop neighbor is chosen.
2) Proactive: The routing mechanisrn periodically refreshes
the routing information.
3) Secure Route Information: Message integrity and authenticity for routing rnessages is guaranteed; routing
rnessages contain the inforrnation for the entire routing
path.
4) Multiparh Routing: Various paths frorn source to destination exist; LeakDetector cornpares these paths in order
to identify rnalicious nodes.
5) Single-hop Monitoring: A watchdog (or sirnilar) rnechanisrn is in iise for detecting routing rnisbehavior in the
one-hop neighborhood.

pararneterization of one byte for the T N 1field, we obtain a
resolution of 1001255 = 0.4 for the obtained fraction.
3) Destination Node: the destination node collects the traffic inforrnation frorn incorning routing rnessages and creates
a virtual graph. Each vertex represents a node participating in
a route frorn S to D. The directed edges between two nodes
N 1 and N2 represent the fraction of traffic that travels via
N 1-+ N2 on its path from S to D. The destination can also
infer the arnount of traffic sent frorn N1 to 1V2 corresponding
to this route.
If D recognizes that the nurnber of bytes received differs
significantly frorn the nurnber of bytes originated by the
source, the LeakDetector enables the detection of the rnalicious node. The graph is further rnaintained and the arnount
of incorning traffic and outgoing traffic is updated with every
incoming routing rnessage for the corresponding nodes. If the
values of a specific node X I differ significantly due to the
outgoing traffic being far less than the incoming data, the
destination node D assurnes that XI is rnalicious.
4) Detection Criteria: a node in the route is not considered
rnalicious if:
the node is source S or destination D of the route.
less than 50 packets have been received for this route (a
minimal Set of observations is required).
the injow of the node is srnaller than 5% of total traffic
or the difference of the inflow and the outflow of the node
is srnaller than 5% of total traffic.
If a node does not fit in the latter two categories, the node is
considered rnalicious if:

B. Leak Detection Mechanism: Protocol
The rnain idea of LeakDetector is that the destination node
of a route builds up a virtual graph, which rnodels the rnultipath frorn the source node to the destination node. Periodic
traffic inforrnation (which can be piggybacked on the proactive
routing rnessages) enables the destination node to calculate the
ratio of incorning and outgoing traffic-corresponding to the
rnultipath routing inforrnation-for each participating node.
Using graph theory, traffic leaks are identified. In particular,
the destination node cornpares per route the incorning ratio
inmde > a . out„de, with LY being a tuning Parameter
with the outgoing ratio for each node participating. When the
for the LeakDetector.
deviation is too large, the node is assurned to be rnalicious. The
description of the leak detection mechanisrn and the actions If none of the aforernentioned cases is applicable, a node is
also considered benign.
and behavior of the individual nodes is as follows:
5) Maintenance of Counter und Reconciliation of False
I ) Source Node: each source node rnaintains a traffic
counter per route (source-destination cornbination) denoting Detections: Periodic initialization of the traffic counter (e.g.,
the arnount of traffic (in bytes), which has been sent to the every 10 rninutes) is necessary to allow the detection of
nodes that switch to rnalicious behavior, but have previously
destination node.
We assurne that the periodic proactive routing rnessages cooperated. With a long-terrn history only, the systern would
only slowly react to such nodes. Resetting the counter should
provide two fields, which are relevant for this task: Ttotar
is used to describe the total traffic for this route (2 bytes); be loosely synchronized; in a time window of 30 seconds each
for each visited node i, Tidenotes the fraction of traffic that node resets its internal traffic counter for the current route to
passed the node (1 byte per node) in cornparison to the total 0. The destination node D of the route rebuilds the virtual
traffic sent by the source node.
graph.
2) Intermediate Node: on its way frorn the source node S
6 ) Reaction to Malicious Nodes: once the destination node
to the destination node D, the routing rnessages are forwarded detects a node en-route as rnalicious, various strategies can
by the interrnediate nodes Ni.Let's assurne the packet is be applied. E.g., the destination node rnay propagate this
forwarded frorn node N I to node N2.Then N2 perforrns the information to the source node, using a proactive route reply
following steps: N2appends its own inforrnation to the visited that uses a disjoint path. The source node could rnaintain a
field is already Set. N2 calculates blacklist of nodes to avoid for routingforwarding purposes.
node list, where the TLotal
the amount of traffic received from its precursor Ni for the Also, the destination node can affect the route establishrnent
route S --+ D. This arnount of traffic is Set in relation to and niaintenance directly by rnarking or dropping routing rnesfield of sages that list rnalicious nodes in their path history. Another
the total traffic for this route (denoted in the TtOtal
the routing rnessage). The relation represents the fraction of strategy would be to rnaintain reputation information in a
traffic for this route sent frorn Nito N2.N2Sets the respective distributed rnanner and to use this inforrnation to decide which
value in the T N Ilield of the visited node entry. With the given paths to choose for a route andfor which nodes to punish.

C. Example
We give an example of a virtual graph that rnay be observed
at node D in Fig. 3. A proactive routing message using the
path S + N I -+ N2 -+ N3 -+ N6 -+ Ng + D carries the information on the fraction of traffic corresponding to this route
received from the previous hop: (Ttotal)S + (0.45)Nl +
(0.45)N2 + (o.4)N3 + (0.1)N6 + (0.2)N9 + (0.4)D.

Fig. 3.

Sample virtual graph built by the destinaiion node D

The destination node obtains a clear picture of the relation between inflow and outflow per node on the route by
periodically updating the virtual graph. Table I shows one
possible example. D can observe that the deviance in node
N3 is obvious. Depending on the Parameter a, node N3 is
going to be considered as malicious.
TABLE I
COMPARISON
OF THE IN A N D OUT TRAFFlC PER NODE
In
Out

S

N1,z

N3

N4,5

N6

N7,8

N9

100%

45%
45%

40%
20%

40%
40%

50%
50%

30%
30%

40%
40%

D
80%

TABLE 11
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter
Number o i nodes
PHYNAC Layer
Node Placement
Node Mobiliiy
Application
Number of flows
Flow pairing
Sending rate per flow
Packet size
Simulation time
Replications

Value
7
IEEE 802.16 MeSH Mode,
ETSl spec. (n = 8/7 oversampling facior,
3.5 MHz channel, OFDM 256)
see topology in Fig. 4
stationary nodes
Constant Bit Raie (CBR)
2
fixed: S -+ D, D -+ S
10 packets per sec.
512 byies
1OOO s
20

Without loss of generality, we use the IEEE 802.16 MeSH
mode [I41 as MAC layer, which is a standardized, state-of-theart MAC layer for WMNs. The list of simulation Parameters
for our study is shown in Table 11.
In order to show the effects of colluding malicious nodes
in the network, we choose a srnall fixed topology and place
2 rnalicious nodes (X1, X2) on the shortest path between the
nodes S and D, between which two unidirectional flows are
established (see Fig. 4).

'

flowD-S
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In order to evaluate the quality of our solution, we perform a
simulation study studying LeakDetector together with a secure
proactive routing algorithm.
A. Goals und Metrics

.
.

We consider the following metrics and goals.
Throughput, Loss, to show the application level effect of
collusion of malicious nodes.
Detection QualiQ of LeakDetector, to study whether
colluding malicious nodes are detected, and if they are
detected how rnany valid/invalid detections occur.
B. Simulation Setup
For our study, we use AntSec [6], [IO], a secure version of
AntNet [ l I], [12]. AntSec is a proactive, probabilistic, rnultipath, stigmergy-based, distributed, non-broadcasting, secure
routing algorithm inspired by the routing behavior of ants.
AntSec fulfills the assurnptions stated in Subsection IV-A;
without loss of generality, we use AntSec as a representative
algorithm for the aforementioned class of routing algorithms'.
For our simulation, we use a consolidated and extended
version of the JiSTISWANS [I31 discrete event simulator.
2 ~ doe noi expeci a significant influence of ihe rouiing algorithm on
the deteciion quality of LeokDetecior, because we measure only ihe staie
of rouiing paths and do noi provide feedback io the routing algoriihm, yet.

\

flow S - D

discard J

Fig. 4. Simulation topology: 2 flows, from S io D and vice versa, have
been established. Nodes X i , X 2 are (colluding) malicious nodes.

C. Results
Fig. 5 shows the effect of non-colluding and colluding
misbehaving nodes X1,X2. By comparing the second and
third bar in Fig. 5 we can See that AntSec effectively detects
misbehavior and increases throughput in the non-colluding,
malicious case. Here, throughput increases from 7.49% when
the misbehaving mechanisms for the direct neighborhood
(AntSec + one-hop rnisbehavior detector) is disabled to 97.5%
when it is enabled. The malicious nodes decrease the throughput in the network frorn 97.5% to 34.75% when colluding, i.e.
dropping data packets of benign nodes when received from
the partnering malicious node. Throughput decreases frorn
97,5%, when the one-hop misbehavior detector is enabled and
malicious nodes are not colluding, to 34.75% in case that the
one-hop misbehavior detector is enabled and malicious nodes
are colluding.
Our results demonstrate that collusion is an effective strategy for malicious nodes to avoid detection by mechanisms,
which are limited to verify the correct forwarding behavior of
neighboring nodes, only.
Please note that the LeakDetector is a passive element in
our simulation scenario, i.e., it does not give any feedback
to the routing System. In Table I11 and Fig. 6 we present the
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TABLE 111
AVERAGEN U M B E R OF VALID A N D INVALID DETECTIONS OF MALlClOUS
COLLUDING NODES ON THE ROUTE.

Param.
a = 2
a=3

ßcnign
Malicioiis klalicioiis
behavior no watchdog watchtlog
no watchdog

M;ilicioiis
colliision
watchdog

Fig. 5. Impact of colluding malicious nodes on application-level performance

results for the tuning Parameter a of the LeakDetector to be
a = 2 and 3.
For cr = 2, we have 3071 valid detections in 1000 seconds
simulation time, i.e., a malicious node has been correctly identified as misbehaving 3071 times upon receipt of a proactive
routing message. However, there have also been 551 invalid
detections, i.e., a benign node has been suspected rather often
for being malicious.
The results for a = 3 are significantly better. There have
been 3204 valid detections and only 34 invalid detections in
average. Only very few benign nodes have been suspected
falsely as malicious. This demonstrates that the LeakDetector
provides a very good detection quality, if tlined correctly. Its
precise observations can be used to improve routing. However,
we perceive there is still room for further optimization.
VI. CONCLUSION
Colluding malicious nodes are a severe risk for MANETs
and WMNs, which rely on node collaboration. By working
together, malicious nodes are able to trick well-behaving
nodes. Their misbehavior is revealed only to other malicious
nodes. However, since colluding nodes work together, their
misbehavior is not detected and, hence, goes unpunished.
Existing work in literature describes this problem, but presents
only very expensive solutions (e.g., iterative probing [ 9 ] ) that
can be considered infeasible for the studied class of networks.

Detection Quality of LerrkDeiecior
3500

valid detection ( a = 2) -+false positive (a = 2) ---*--valid detection (a=3) .---*--false positive (a = 3) --.- a..-

Replicatioti
Fig. 6. Number of valid and invalid deiections of colluding malicious nodes

Valid detections
3071.6
3204.4

Std. dev.
310.7
357.8

Invalid detections
551.4
34.4

Std. dev.
473.4
153.8

We developed the (LeakDetector) mechanism to detect colluding rnalicious nodes. It can be used in combination with any
proactive, multipath, non-broadcasting, secure routing algorithm. We implemented our proposed solution and performed
a simulation study using the contemporary IEEE 802.16 MeSH
mode to quantify the effects of colluding misbehaving nodes
in WMNs.
The LeakDetector is able to efficiently tackle this problern and presents good detection results, as Seen from the
evaluation. The LeakDeteclor is one of the first mechanisms
for addressing the problem of malicious colluding nodes in
WMNs.
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